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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- U.S. cities are squandering money on ShotSpotter’s unproven gunshot surveillance technology.

- ShotSpotter surveillance increases police activity, but it wastes officers’ time. One major study of the technology showed that ShotSpotter fails as an investigative tool, providing no evidence of a gun-related crime more than 90% of the time and producing exceedingly few arrests (less than 1 per 200 stops) and recovered guns (less than 1 per 300 stops).¹

- ShotSpotter fails the Black and Latinx communities where it appears to be disproportionately deployed.² The tool increases police activity and the risk of police violence without producing any significant effect on firearm offenses³ or on shooting victims’ medical outcomes.⁴

I. Introduction

U.S. cities are turning in increasing numbers to gun detection technology, a combination of microphones and audio analytics software that claims to identify the sound of gunshots, but which frequently also reports other loud noises as shots. ShotSpotter sells its leading gunshot detection software to over 130 cities and towns. Its discriminatory placement in Black and Latinx communities increases police dispatches to those communities and the risk of police violence. But while ShotSpotter increases responses to supposed gunshots (and fireworks, and car backfires), it fails as an investigative tool, providing no evidence of a gun-related crime in more than 90% of activations in one major study of the tool. ShotSpotter also fails the communities where it is deployed, where it has had no significant effect on firearm offenses in the two years following installation and no effect on shooting victims’ medical outcomes. ShotSpotter succeeds in three outcomes: exhausting police budgets, consuming officers’ time, and overpolicing Black and Latinx neighborhoods. What ShotSpotter doesn’t do is work.

II. ShotSpotter's Growing Footprint

ShotSpotter is expanding across the country. As of March 2022, ShotSpotter reports that at least 130 U.S. cities and towns have installed its technology, up over 50% from about 85 cities in 2018. Federal funding—especially the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)—has aided this expansion, with $10 billion committed to law enforcement projects as of May 2022 of a total of $350 billion of
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6 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
7 Doucette, et al., “Impact of ShotSpotter.”
8 Goldenberg et al., “Use of ShotSpotter Detection.” See also Gontarz et al., Firearm Acoustic Detection.”
9 ShotSpotter, Form 10-Q.
ARPA funds available to law enforcement.\textsuperscript{12} Cities like Detroit (\$7 million),\textsuperscript{13} Syracuse (\$170,000), Macon-Cobb County, GA (\$2 million), New Haven (\$1.2 million), and Albuquerque (\$3 million)\textsuperscript{14} are opting or have opted to invest ARPA money in ShotSpotter, devoting money originally intended to ease the economic hardship of the COVID-19 pandemic to police technology. Meanwhile, big cities with longstanding ShotSpotter contracts have renewed them. In 2021, Chicago extended its \$33 million contract by two years\textsuperscript{15} and New York City added three years and \$22 million to its contract,\textsuperscript{16} nearly doubling its previous annual outlay.\textsuperscript{17} While big city contracts often run in the millions, these are extraordinary figures: in New York City, ShotSpotter is in the top 5\% of NYPD contracts by dollar amount, rivalling even the cost of leasing pricey NYC real estate.\textsuperscript{18}

III. How ShotSpotter Works—and Doesn’t Work

ShotSpotter uses audio sensors, computer software and human analysts to try to identify gunshots.

1. Determining coverage and installing sensors


\textsuperscript{16} ShotSpotter contract summaries retrieved from CheckbookNYC, the NYC Comptroller’s website the city’s municipal spending: \url{https://www.checkbooknyc.com/smart_search/citywide?search_term=shotspotter*domain=contracts}. Last accessed March 13, 2022.

\textsuperscript{17} ShotSpotter contract summaries retrieved from CheckbookNYC, the NYC Comptroller’s website the city’s municipal spending: \url{https://www.checkbooknyc.com/smart_search/citywide?search_term=shotspotter*domain=contracts}. Last accessed March 13, 2022.

\textsuperscript{18} ShotSpotter contract summaries retrieved from CheckbookNYC, the NYC Comptroller’s website the city’s municipal spending: \url{https://www.checkbooknyc.com/smart_search/citywide?search_term=%22police%20department%22*domain=contracts* facet_year_array=2021}. Last accessed March 13, 2022.
ShotSpotter and its clients first identify coverage areas using municipal crime data and mapping information from Google Earth and ArcGIS. ShotSpotter installs “audio sensors”—roughly comparable to microphones in cellphones—throughout the targeted coverage areas on everything from buildings to utility poles to streetlights. As ShotSpotter has made clear in at least a portion of its municipal contracts, coverage “cannot be verified,” meaning that sensors can fail to detect a gunshot even if it occurs within the designated coverage area. In fact, one Massachusetts town dropped their ShotSpotter contract after the system missed all 7 gunshots in a 2018 murder.

ShotSpotter’s privacy policy states that only company employees will know the exact sensor locations, an apparent protection against police evidence tampering, but there are other ways for police to map ShotSpotter sensors: the white diamond- or rectangle-shaped microphones are often installed in highly visible, public locations. Police officers even accompany ShotSpotter employees on some trips to ask for consent to place sensors.

2. Recording audio

Once installed, ShotSpotter sensors record audio 24/7, storing recordings for 30 hours (down from 72 hours) until they are overwritten on a rolling basis. The eavesdropping devices record anything
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22 The City of New York Police Department and ShotSpotter, “Agreement for Gunshot Detection.”
27 Our description of step two is based on ShotSpotter’s materials and on NYPD’s ShotSpotter documentation. New York City Police Department, “ShotSpotter: Impact and Use Policy.” Until The Policing Project at NYU Law objected to the practice, ShotSpotter sensors stored recordings for 72 hours. See Policing Project, “Assessment of ShotSpotter.”
they hear, including conversations conducted at normal volume up to 50 feet away, according to ShotSpotter’s own engineer when testifying under oath.28 Once recorded, those conversations could be searched manually and preserved for later use.29 There are at least two cases of ShotSpotter voice recordings being used in court. In 2007, a California court allowed a voice recording captured by ShotSpotter as evidence in a murder trial.30 In 2012, a Massachusetts court ruled that ShotSpotter’s recording of a conversation violated the Massachusetts’s Wiretap Act.31 Like many states, Massachusetts’s wiretapping ban goes beyond tapping phone lines and other communication platforms, also outlawing bugging locations with secret microphones. Instead of answering concerns around sensors’ eavesdropping capacities, ShotSpotter first claimed that its sensors cannot record conversations.32 It later admitted the risk,33 and in 2019 apparently agreed to external auditors’ recommendation that it deny or challenge police demands for sensor audio.34 Promises aside, however, nothing appears to stop ShotSpotter from searching, retrieving and sharing audio stored for 30 hours on its sensors or from sharing the audio stored longer on its servers.

3. Detecting loud sounds and calculating their locations

When three or more ShotSpotter microphones register a loud sound, ShotSpotter software calculates the location of the pop based on the angle of arrival of soundwaves (triangulation) and arrival time of soundwaves (multilateration) at different microphones.35 Wind, street noise,
structures, foliage, and ground reflection create errors in ShotSpotter’s location calculations. For the best results, ShotSpotter suggests that data from six microphones is needed.

ShotSpotter then translates location coordinates to street addresses using third-party data (e.g., Google or municipal data). This translation can go very wrong. One court case revealed that certain ShotSpotter coordinates were translated to a street address 1.1 miles away when ShotSpotter’s translational process was confused by a park. The scramble to correct ShotSpotter’s mistakes reportedly produced a trail of corrected and re-corrected “evidence” that prosecutors ultimately withdrew.

4. Is it a gunshot? Software analysis

ShotSpotter uses non-open-source software to visualize loud sounds as “image mosaics.” The mosaic includes acoustic data and information about reporting sensors. ShotSpotter describes multiple acoustic visualization techniques, but without knowing which approach the company uses, its software remains a mystery.

ShotSpotter then analyzes its image mosaics with ResNet, a third-party machine learning algorithm used to recognize images. The software compares incoming mosaics to mosaics that have already been identified as gunshots. If an incoming mosaic looks similar enough to previously identified gunshots’ mosaics, the software classifies the sound as a gunshot and alerts ShotSpotter employees.
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37 Calhoun et al., “Precision of Gunshot Location.”
39 ShotSpotter, “August 12, 2021 Responses.”
41 Lamkin and Rodgers, “(71) Applicant: ShotSpotter, Inc., Newark, CA (US) (72) Inventors: Robert B. Calhoun, Newark, CA (US);” n.d., 19.
42 Lamkin and Rodgers, “(71) Applicant: ShotSpotter, Inc."
43 Lamkin and Rodgers, “(71) Applicant: ShotSpotter, Inc.”
44 ShotSpotter, “August 12, 2021 Responses.”
ResNet is a high-level description of what an algorithm could look like. What ShotSpotter’s implementation of ResNet actually looks like, like so much information about ShotSpotter, is not publicly available. Serious questions remain about whether a repurposed computer vision program could ever reach the level of accuracy and reliability needed for public deployment. When taking software designed to analyze images and using it to analyze sounds, a variety of factors can distort and degrade performance. Such repurposing of algorithmic systems has led police astray in the past, such as the widely-denounced use of seismic algorithms (designed to predict earthquakes) to predict the location of future crimes.

5. Is it a gunshot? Employee analysis

ShotSpotter’s call center employees receive an “audio snippet” of loud sounds flagged as possible gunshots. Based on a ShotSpotter job advertisement, the criteria for this position include a year of experience in a call center or in customer service and the mysterious ability to “listen to audible notifications with a high level of accuracy.” ShotSpotter provides unspecified “on the job training,” but claims to have “no official or formal training materials.” Still, ShotSpotter and police departments trust these employees to make the life-or-death decision about what is, or maybe isn’t, a gunshot. If they do believe a sound is likely a gunshot, police get a short audio recording of the supposed gunshot and its street address. Most disturbingly of all, this entire process is rushed to completion in less than 60 seconds, forcing analysts to make decisions with potential life-or-death impact at a frenzied pace.

48 New York City Police Department, “ShotSpotter: Impact and Use Policy.”
6. Was it a gunshot? Police-led adjustments

ShotSpotter is hardly perfect, a fact that even the company’s CEO recognized when he admitted the company relies on police data to determine “when we miss detections or when we miss-classify.” However, ShotSpotter marketing data masks this reality, using a narrow reading of voluntary self-reporting from police to misleadingly claim that it is 97% accurate. In contrast, Chicago’s comprehensive study of tens of thousands of ShotSpotter showed that more than 90 percent of the time, ShotSpotter deployments appear to be useless. In fact, police only found evidence of any gun-related crime in 9.1% of calls. Yet unless officers took the time to affirmatively tell ShotSpotter of the mistake, wasting even more policing time on a false alert, the company would still count that use as “accurate.” Even where a gun is recovered, it’s unclear how often the gun police find is the one supposedly detected by ShotSpotter. Given the high rate of gun possession in the United States, even searching residents at random would be expected to detect a significant number of guns. As the ShotSpotter bill grows for taxpayers, the amount of independent performance data remains lamentably low.

ShotSpotter also allegedly altered determinations upon officer request. One ShotSpotter engineer testified that “[t]ypically, you know, we trust our law enforcement officers to be really upfront and honest with us when they request changes to the record.”
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54 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
55 Clayton, “Inside US Gunshot-Detection Firm.” ShotSpotter employees also write that the technology is trained on known false alerts, writing: “[i]n the vast majority of cases, “ground truth” (e.g. shell casings, video recordings) is not available, and it is to be expected that some training data are misidentified.” See Calhoun et al., “Precision of Gunshot Location.”
58 Burke et al., “AI-Powered Tech.”
Even when these changes are requested by police, they can undermine officers in court. Prosecutors withdrew ShotSpotter evidence in a murder case after it was revealed that ShotSpotter audio was first classified by ShotSpotter software as a firework, reclassified by a ShotSpotter analyst as a gunshot, and then, months later, relocated to a new street address.\(^59\) The defendant, Michael Williams, spent nearly a year in jail before his case was dismissed for insufficient evidence.\(^60,61\)

This kind of “reevaluation” of evidence has reportedly happened before. On April 2, 2016, Rochester police shot Silvon Simmons three times in the back, buttock, and leg, inflicting life-altering wounds from which he will never fully recover.\(^62\) Rather than being treated as the victim, Rochester police revictimized him, prosecuting him for firing on officers... a charge for which Simmons was later acquitted. According to the amended complaint in Simmons’ federal civil rights lawsuit, ShotSpotter first missed the police officers’ gunshots entirely, classifying them as helicopter noise until the Rochester police notified ShotSpotter of its mistake.\(^63\) The police then allegedly asked ShotSpotter to provide evidence that Simmons shot at police first: an officer allegedly asked the company to “find additional shots”, and as Simmons later claimed, that’s exactly what ShotSpotter did.\(^64\) When it came time for Simmons to access the supposedly incriminating recordings, ShotSpotter and the City of Rochester were unable to produce the longer audio spool(s) the allegedly incriminating recordings were clipped from.\(^65\) Ultimately, the only charge Simmons was convicted of by the jury was set aside by the judge.\(^66\)

\(^60\) Feathers, “Police Are Telling ShotSpotter.”
Despite ShotSpotter’s alleged willingness to alter evidence under police pressure, despite ShotSpotter’s documented mistakes in identifying and locating gunshots, and despite the unknowns around ShotSpotter software and employee training, courts have admitted ShotSpotter evidence in over 200 cases to date.67

IV. Evidence Suggests that ShotSpotter Wastes Officers’ Time

Though police departments increasingly rely on ShotSpotter, its benefits to them are at best tenuous, and potentially nonexistent. ShotSpotter may increase police awareness of gunfire (and fireworks, and cars backfiring) and the speed at which they know.68,69 But that knowledge appears to offer few benefits.

Indeed, the evidence suggests that ShotSpotter wastes officers’ time, leading to needless police stops. One comprehensive study of ShotSpotter analyzed over 50,000 ShotSpotter alerts in Chicago.70 More than 9 of 10 dispatches with recorded outcomes produced no evidence of a gun-related criminal offense: not a casing, not a bullet hole, not a gun.71 Just 2.1% of all dispatches with recorded outcomes produced an investigatory stop, and the overwhelming majority of those stops were erroneous.72 More than three quarters of stops yielded no arrests and fewer than 15% of stops produced a gun.73 Of over 50,000 ShotSpotter-related dispatches, there were 244 arrests (occurring

70 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
71 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
72 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
73 Of 1,056 investigatory stops, 244 led to arrests and 152 led to guns being recovered. See Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
in less than 1 in 200 dispatches) and 152 recovered guns (occurring in less than 1 in 300 dispatches).\textsuperscript{74}

Other studies have produced similarly dismal results. In Brockton, MA, ShotSpotter increased police activity, but did not “improve gun-related case resolution.”\textsuperscript{75} In Philadelphia, ShotSpotter increased police workload on gunshot investigations, but failed to “significant[ly] increase in the number of confirmed shootings.”\textsuperscript{76} Such data suggests that, in the words of former NYPD Commissioner and ShotSpotter board member Bill Bratton, communities are being “over-policing and under-protected.”\textsuperscript{77}

Installing ShotSpotter even appears to depress helpful community involvement. In St. Louis, citizen-initiated reports of gunshots were over seven times more useful to police than ShotSpotter alerts, while consuming less of officers’ time.\textsuperscript{78} But citizen reports decreased when ShotSpotter was in service and decreased again when St. Louis expanded its ShotSpotter installation, suggesting that St. Louis traded communities’ free assistance for an expensive technological boondoggle.\textsuperscript{79}

V. Evidence Suggests ShotSpotter Targets Black and Latinx Communities, Then Fails Them

While ShotSpotter is expanding across the nation, it is not expanding evenly. Though ShotSpotter refuses to disclose the data necessary for a comprehensive national analysis, the available evidence strongly suggests that ShotSpotter targets Black and Latinx communities for surveillance. In Chicago, ShotSpotter monitors the twelve police districts with the largest share of Black and Latinx

\textsuperscript{74} Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
\textsuperscript{79} Mares and Blackburn, “Acoustic Gunshot Detection Systems.”
In Cleveland, Atlanta, and Kansas City, Missouri, ShotSpotter installations focus “almost exclusively” on Black and Latinx neighborhoods. In New York City, our analysis shows that 70% of 31 NYPD precincts that deployed ShotSpotter in 2018 were majority Black (15) or majority Latinx precincts (7). (Due to ShotSpotter’s secrecy, this is the most recent year for which data could be located.)

Data Sources:
Unpublished photo of a map of ShotSpotter deployment in New York City, by Clare Garvie, 2018, on file with the Surveillance Technology Oversight Project.
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80 MacArthur Justice Center, “ShotSpotter Creates Dead-End Deployments.”
81 Feathers, “Gunshot-Detecting Tech.”
ShotSpotter appears to facilitate the same tired logic used to “justify” over-policing Black and Latinx communities to rationalize the disproportionate placement of ShotSpotter sensors in the same communities. Law enforcement’s longstanding overemphasis on policing BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and people of color) communities has produced crime data that disproportionately represents these communities and their residents. Police use this geographically and demographically skewed crime data to rationalize more over-policing of BIPOC communities and individuals, perpetuating the cycle of racist over-policing. ShotSpotter apparently uses this same police data to identify and rationalize the placement of sensors in supposedly “gun violent areas” of a city. In turn, ShotSpotter draws more police attention to the neighborhoods where it is deployed—contributing to police misperception of these communities and falsely justifying their continued over-policing.

ShotSpotter’s apparently discriminatory sensor placement could lead to discriminatory and even deadly police responses. In NYC, plainclothes officers responding to a ShotSpotter alert in Canarsie, Brooklyn, a majority-Black neighborhood, refused to identify themselves to and assaulted a 20-year-old man they found smoking marijuana. In Chicago, ShotSpotter reportedly increased officers’ suspiciousness toward community residents, with officers using “being in an area with frequent ShotSpotter alerts” as part of their rationale for conducting police stops. In the worst cases, ShotSpotter’s consequences have allegedly been deadly. Chicago police chased, shot, and killed 13-
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83 See, for example, American Civil Liberties Union and The Rights Working Group, “Racial and Ethnic Profiling.”
85 Sandoval and Smith, “‘ShotSpotter’ Tested.”
86 Ferguson and Witzburg, “Chicago Use of ShotSpotter.”
year-old Adam Toledo within five minutes of arriving in his neighborhood.⁸⁷ Toledo had his empty hands up when he was killed.⁸⁸

In exchange for assuming the risks of increased police interactions due to ShotSpotter, communities receive little or nothing in return. A study of 68 large urban counties from 1996 to 2016 suggests that in the first two years after ShotSpotter installation, cities experienced no significant change in firearm homicides, murder arrests, or weapons arrests.⁸⁹ ShotSpotter appears to fail to deter gun violence. By contrast, permit-to-purchase laws reduced firearm homicides compared to cities in states without such laws, and right-to-carry laws increased firearm homicides compared to cities in states without them.⁹⁰ Why then are millions flowing into ShotSpotter systems? Such policy solutions are hard to implement, but cities can simply buy ShotSpotter.⁹¹

Even when ShotSpotter data is correct, it apparently fails to help those community members most impacted by gun violence: shooting victims. In Camden, NJ, ShotSpotter decreased the time it took for shooting victims to receive medical care, but without any improvement in patient outcomes.⁹² In other jurisdictions, ShotSpotter made no difference in time to medical treatment, let alone patient outcomes.⁹³ ShotSpotter increases police activity and sometimes-dangerous police interactions, while failing communities it claims to serve.

VI. Conclusion

American cities rightly prioritize solving and reducing gun violence. They go wrong when they turn to ShotSpotter gunshot surveillance technology rather than programs that proactively address the
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⁹⁰ Doucette, et al., “Impact of ShotSpotter.”
⁹¹ Gontarz et al., Firearm Acoustic Detection.”

causes of gun violence. ShotSpotter bombards officers with alerts, both mistaken and genuine, consuming hours of policing time and countless tax dollars. But it is grossly inefficient, yielding one arrest for every 200-plus deployments in one major study, with many of those arrests unrelated to guns. At the same time, ShotSpotter appears to compound the over-policing of Black and Latinx communities, putting residents of color at risk—even while evidence suggests that ShotSpotter fails the public. In short, based on publicly available data, ShotSpotter simply doesn’t work.